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Change
Management

reducing customer loss by 5%

can translate into an increase in corporate
profitability anywhere from 30% to 85%!

EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE

Dealing with
Difficult Customers

70%

v er

of companies think their training
program needs improvement...

61%

Ho

of mandatory training
is delivered online

Learned
Optimism

MAIN ROLE OF THE COACH
?

PRODUCTIVITY

Friend

50% Confide in their coach as

much as their best friend spouse,
or therapist

Consultant

Teacher

INVESTMENT
Four years ago, less than
5% of small business
owners invested in
executive coaching

12% Confide
in their coach
more than
anyone else

Mentor

50%

Now up to 20% of small
business owners are
investing and experiencing
the benefits of coaching

15%
0-5%

=
Executive Coaching delivered a
$7.90 return on investment for
every dollar invested at Booz
Allen Hamilton Inc.

12%

$5.00 is the average
return on investment for
every dollar invested

EXECUTIVE COACHING

GRIEVENCES

Motivator

COMMON PITFALL

The typical manager spends 24-40%
of his/her time dealing with workplace
conflicts. That’s one or two days
of every work week.

When asked to select all that apply:

Sounding
Board

When training
doesn’t connect
T
with it’s intended
audience, it’s often
due to lack of
Dodge this pitfall by getting to
understanding.
know your trainees! The value of
spending time in the trainee’s
work environment, talking with
them, listening, and building
your understanding of their
real-world challenges cannot be
underestimated.

we

CHANGE

Having stressed-out employees can alienate
customers, causing them to not return - Simply

90%

Stress
Management

ROI

of medical problems,
companies cannot afford to ignore
the huge health-care expense
employee stress creates.

Drug Free
Workplace

?

CONFIDENCE

in 60% to 90%

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

30% - 85%

ABSENTEEISM

60%

Short or Long-Term

30%

Emotional
Resilience

Mon

ACCIDENTS

Workers who report high STRESS
are 30% more likely to have
accidents than those with low stress.

Outside Our Ability

s
Stres
ive

DRUGS

ONLINE
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The total value
of lost work time due to stress is
estimated to be $1.7 billion

Stressed-out employees are more
likely to miss work both as a
coping mechanism and due to
health-related problems.
With research implicating stress
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Can Lead to Problems

Feels Unpleasant

N egat
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DISTRESS

+
EUSTRESS
$1,700,000,000

Decreases Performance

Causes Anxiety

It is Short-Term

tress
ve S

Within Our Ability

Improves Performance

Feels Exciting

Focuses Energy

Motivates

Po s iti

+

QUALITY

TRAINING

+
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5 YR

4 YR
3 YR

The math isn't complicated.
A complaint that escalates to
a lawsuit can easily cost

$50,000 to $100,000

and take three to five years
to settle. It doesn't stop there.

Fri

24%

40%

DISABILITY
Job stress is a key driver of health
care costs. According to the Journal
of Occupational and Environmental
Medicine, health care
expenditures are
nearly 50%
greater for
workers
reporting
high levels
of stress.

50%

TURNOVER

50%

90%

Chronic unresolved conflict
acts as a decisive factor
in at least 50% of departures.
Conflict accounts for up to
90% of involuntary
departures, with the possible
exception of staff reductions
due to downsizing & restructuring.

THE CONFLICT TRANSFORMER

BizPsych has the expertise to give your company a head start when it comes to staff development, leadership, wellness and stress management. For a complete listing of our offerings, please view our training catalog.

